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pixie has a unique capability called “activation” that is provided to the user. when the user is presented with the “activate pixie” option, the user is asked to provide a pin. by doing so, the user is allowing the malicious service to be run on his/her machine. the malicious
service then automatically sends your browser a request for the “activation” page. this page is designed to look like the legitimate pixie page. this is done to trick the user into thinking that the malicious service is legitimate. the activation page, however, is not a pixie
page. it is a page that was designed by the malicious service and it does not need to be approved by pixie. the activation page is designed to look like the pixie activation page, but the malicious code within the page is not validated by pixie. the activation page creates
a new tab in your browser and opens a fake browser window (shown in figure 1). the fake browser window contains a form that is meant to look like the legitimate pixie form. this page also contains a small java applet. the java applet is meant to appear like a
legitimate pixie applet. it has an icon that looks like pixie, as well as the prompt “pixie access granted” that was used by pixie in previous versions of this service. the activation page also contains a hidden field that requests your email address. in the past, this field
was used to send you updates for the pixie service. the malicious service now uses this field to impersonate pixie. in addition, it also sends you a notification when the malicious service is started.
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